
THE TENTH ANNUAL OTTINGER CHRISTMAS LETTER!
SHAMEFULLY, I didn’t start writing these holiday gems right out of the gate, so
the numbers will never sync neatly with the years we’ve been married (12.417 for
the math geeks in the crowd), but the time machine is broken, so we will have to
live with the disarray.  I hope you can handle the whiplash.
A LOT has changed over the course of these letter-writing (and family-building) years.

FOR STARTERS, the giant 1970s dining room table now doubles as Krista’s office, for we just don’t
need the seating we once did; these days, Emily and Sarah are the only regular attendees of dinner
proper with Ma and Pa, and we all fit neatly on that Ethan Allan’s west wing. Just yesterday I am
certain that the pew was stuffed full of little bottoms and someone was complaining about all the
green things on their plate. Oh where, oh where, have our little ones gone?
SIMILARLY, more and more Boundary Waters gear is left at home each year. 2018 saw only two canoes with

four lonely paddlers making their way through the wilderness. The Souris Rivers toted the same passengers as the
Ethan Allen does most nights: Ottinger Party of Four (Opo4) had a great time out there despite their missing compatriots.
ALSO IN the lineup of big changes, the chickens have finally gone the way of the caveman. It took a full decade of humiliation
and defeat, but we threw in the towel in 2018. The coop is empty, save the metric ton of poop composting there til spring. See
if you can find the throwback picture from Christmas Letter #1 (circa 2009). Oh, the good old days of hope and optimism…
AND TOPPING the chart? Somehow, through workings inexplicable, Scott and Krista have morphed into Grandma and Grandpa Ott.
Courtney and Alex brought Baby Gerard Alexander Hernandez into the world on June 4th, and life will never be the same. He

is, of course, perfection embodied (and a soothing balm for the swiftly emptying nest).

SO WHAT’S THE CREW BEEN UP TO? ALL ABOARD THE 2018 OTTINGER EXPRESS…
IN JANUARY, Scott ran off to Georgia for work, just in time for the biggest snow of the
year; Krista stayed behind and wrestled the herculean snowblower. Georgia, for the
record, got a trace of snow as well; Scott was paid to sit in his hotel room for two days
while Georgia recovered themselves. Also, Emily managed concussion #7 (and we have
officially  stopped counting). Any and all gifts of bubble wrap will be gratefully accepted.

IN FEBRUARY, as if to make up for the concussion, Emily turned 16, got her long-
coveted drivers’ license, and made green belt. Her head suffered no ill effects from any of the above.
MARCH BROUGHT a baby shower, many cupcakes, and the promise of an incoming baby. Sarah had a
strong showing at National History Day Regionals and earned herself a trip to State again, AJ turned 18,
Sarah turned 14, Dad attempted yoga with Sarah, Mom went on a writers’ retreat and nearly stayed
forever, and Sarah proved herself as a disgustingly good pysanki artist. Shocking.
APRIL BEGAN the travels… Pascha happened like a thief in the night, and the

next day Rachel and Krista hit the road at 4am for their road trip to Oregon
(where Rachel landed a 6-month gig at Crater Lake National Park).
They transported one million goat potentials across the country in a
very fancy cryogenic tank; the future of goats worldwide is secured.
Krista attempted to eat the world’s largest tin of airport nachos, then
circled Minneapolis for hours in a blizzard. Rachel cried herself to
sleep for days in Oregon, what with all the missing of Mom. (...)



Sarah won the Wisconsin’s Excellence in Archival Research
award for her NHD project on Dorothy Molter (The famed Root Beer Lady

of the BW. Her website is here: https://13102960.weebly.com), AJ got all dolled up for her
Senior Prom, and Em and Sarah put on the second annual Spring Formal.
IN MAY, AJ GRADUATED! Also, Brianna moved to Arkansas (for reasons which shall
forever remain a mystery), Sarah started a cob project in the woods (mud, mud, mud…), and
OPo4 headed out west for three weeks of National Parks, oceanside bliss, and a visit to see the wayward
Oregonian. The famed $900 van lost all gears at the top of a mountain, there was much Acroyoga on the
OR beach at sunset, and while we were gone, Google uploaded twelve years of newly reformatted videos,
all neatly re-dated to 2018. Hilarious. We’ll never find them again.

IN JUNE, Scott and Krista were informed, whilst sweating in a 104ᵒ tent outside Sequoia National Park,
that they were grandparents! OPo4 made it home to WI, while back in OR Rachel damaged herself at
work and began learning the painful and infuriating life-lessons of how to fight crooked employers.  Scott
went to 12-hour days and a wild and wooly schedule at work, the spanky new Baby Gerard made his cabin
debut, and more chickens were imported in a last ditch effort to save the flock. We are S-L-O-W learners.
IN JULY, Cousin Zach made a s’more lying down, OPo4 paddled into the Boundary Waters, visited
Dorothy’s islands, and were chased out early by an unnecessarily vicious crop of mosquitoes, Sarah and Emily fought off

an inexplicable virus hitchhiker from the West Coast, Will moved a little closer to home (from Ohio to SW WI), and Oregon
started on fire approximately everywhere.
COME AUGUST, AJ headed off to UW-Platteville for an education, Scott and Krista met Daughtry (who, it should be noted, is

shockingly short), Scott touched Rick Springfield’s sweaty nasty T-shirt, Oregon continued to burn, Rachel began to run
out of oxygen, OPo4 learned to play Skip-Bo with their buddy Arlene, Scott killed another mole with a pitchfork, and
Brianna Snapchatted the transporting of a pot-bellied pig through the sweltering Arkansas heat (mysteries abound).

BY SEPTEMBER, Rachel was done with the smoke and flew Krista out to her burning mountain to drive home with her. Upon
landing, she met Gerard at long last and refused to let him go (Courtney asserted her motherly authority at the first sign of a
dirty diaper). The Merry Wives of Windsor hit the stage with Krista at the directorial helm and Em and Sarah starring
brightly, cider was made, bonfires happened, and Christmas trees were burned.

IN OCTOBER, Emily discovered Zentangles and Agatha Christie, and got back in the pool for some lap swimming, Krista finally bought
a new jacket (and the crowd goes wild), and the annual journey to Gooseberry Falls was embraced by OPo7. Courtney returned to the
tent, Gerard was indoctrinated into the world of cold camping (25ᵒ? Not a problem. Ottinger through and through.), teething
began (fingers are tasty), and Krista burned three holes in her new jacket around the campfire (and the crowd whimpers).
IN NOVEMBER, Krista got and Instagram account, Rachel signed her first lease, Sherman the wonder cat came for a visit and
Scott sneezed for two weeks, Rachel learned to play Skip-Bo with Arlene and the rest of the Skip-Bo junkies, Krista patched
the holes in her new coat (!!!), Will and Scott both got bucks within the first two hours of gun deer opener, the whole fan-damily
(OPo11?) was home for Thanksgiving, and Gerard is officially the most popular member of the family. Also, the chicken coop

was officially retired, awaiting transformation into a she-shed. Volunteer poo-shovelers welcome.
AND IN December, Christmas was prepared for and Emily finished trig and moved on to Calculus, which Krista
failed thrice in college. The homeschooling assistance is about to be outsourced.
LIFE IS pretty good around Grandma and Grandpa Ott’s place. We’d love to have you stop by in 2019!
For more peeks into life on the Ottinger Train,
take a gander at Krista’s blog:
kjottinger.wordpress.com
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